Criterion VII – Institutional Values and Best Practices
Key Indicator - 7.2 Best Practices
7.2.1 Best Practice I: Collaborative Activity with MAESA for Environment Sustainability
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
Mula Education Society’s
Arts, Commerce and Science College, Sonai, Tal. Newasa, Dist. Ahmednagar PIN 414105
(MS)
AND
MAESA FOUNDATION, PUNE
Kadam-Jagtap Associates Common Building 10 Elite, Pimple Gurav, Pune
PIN 411061 (MS)

BACKGROUND OF THE ORGANIZATIONS
Arts, Commerce and Science College, Sonai, is established in 1989 by Mula Education
Society Sonai. It is permanently affiliated to Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune. It is
recognized by UGC and included under section 2F and 12(b) of UGC act. It is ISO 9001:
2015 certified and NAAC accredited ‘A’ Grade college, offering Undergraduate and postgraduate education in Arts, Commerce and Science faculties.
MAESA foundation is a non-profit organization committed to create awareness on
environmental and health issues by imparting education and skills to young minds through
conduction of designed public campaigns, demonstration projects, seminars, workshops,
trainings, capacity-building programmes and advocacy work in partnership with the NGOs
and Governmental Organizations. MAESA foundation is committed to work with students
in rural India to capacitate and share information for making informed decisions about their
local environment and livelihoods.
Mula Education Society’s Arts, Commerce and Science College, Sonai (hereafter referred
as the Institution) and MAESA Foundation, Pune (hereafter referred as the Foundation), has
taken an initiative of signing a memorandum of understanding for the purpose of:
FOSTERING Environmental Education,
PROVIDING Environmental Awareness
PROMOTE training and placement to students
STANDARDIZE policies and procedures
ENGAGE in research for sustainable Environmental Sustainability.
Therefore the institutes mutually agree with each other to establish a memorandum of
understanding (MoU).
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1) PURPOSE
The Institution and the Foundation recognize mutual benefits to be derived from increased
collaboration, cooperation and interaction for the purpose of promotion of awareness
activities, Campaignsandconduction of various programmes including internship,
conferences related to environmental sustainability, food safety, health and traditional
knowledge documentation.

2) SCOPE
This MOU sets forth the intentions of Institution and foundation for increased
collaboration, cooperation and interaction and does not create any legal binding
commitments. If the Institution and the foundation later agree to undertake specific joint
projects with legally binding obligations, they may develop separate written agreement for
such projects, setting out contribution and deliverables.

3) OBJECTIVES
1. To make collaborative efforts in the field of environmental awareness campaigning
and other fields of mutual interest,
2. To actively engage and support interested youth willing to pursue environmental
and sustainability education through experiential and participative learning,
3. To provide recognition to the students through the stewardship programme for their
sustainability leadership role while preparing them to further the cause of
sustainability,
4. To collaborate for strengthening curricular aspects by supplementing academic
learning via access to national and international platforms in terms of training,
workshops, conferences, seminars and internships through participative
involvement of students and teachers in impactful research and projects.
5. To collaborate for preparing Institutional Biodiversity Register (IBR) and
documenting traditional knowledge.
6. To conduct or support Environmental Audits including Green and Energy Audits.
4) FUNDING:
The Institution and Foundation are free to choose the pricing of programmes. The involved
Institution and Foundation, on sharing basis, can develop the funds. The mechanism of
funding is to be decided and executed by the Head of Institution and Director of the
Foundation.
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5) AGREEMENTS:
In order to inspire successful completion of this MoU, the Institution and Foundation agree
to pledge in good faith to go forward with this MoU, subjected to the following terms and
conditions.


This MoU will take effect from the date, it is signed by head of the institution and
foundation. It will remain valid for period of one year.



Either institution or foundation may terminate by giving written notice to the other
institution three months in advance. Once terminated both the organizations will not
be responsible for any losses.



By mutual agreement, the Institution and Foundation may modify the list of
intended activities. However any modification to any other written part of this MoU
must be made in writing and signed by both parties and their signatories.



Nothing of this MoU permit violation of any government, state, local, UGC or
university laws, imposed upon the Institution and Foundation.



The Institution and Foundation will not compel each other that could lead to any
legal hassle.



Each organization has right to share the information they feel worth sharing. It is no
binding on organization to share each and every information.



The issue with intellectual property right can be shared only with prior permission
of the concerned organization.

Deliverables from the MAESA foundation:
1. Collaborate in organizing activities related to environmental protection and
conservation.
2. Providing platform to students to undergo short projects and internship programs
under MAESA foundation
3. Providing opportunity to teachers for collaborative projects with respect to
environmental issues
4. Organizing events for the promotion of environment friendly products
5. Help to conduct various Environmental Audits.
6. Help college to promote Sustainable Development Practices
Deliverables from the college.
1. The College will allow MAESA Foundation to conduct lecture series, workshops,
conferences and environment related activities in the college campus.
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2. Motivate students to undergo various campaign, workshops, activities, internships and
training programs organized by MAESA Foundation.
3. Use of college Logo on all online and offline modes of promotion of the event jointly
organized by the college and MAESA Foundation.
6) DURATION AND TERMINATION:
This MoU will take effect from the date; it is signed by head of the two institutions. It will
remain valid for period of one year. Either institution may terminate the MOU by giving
written notice to the other institution three months in advance. Once terminated both the
institutions will not responsible for any losses.
7) AMENDMENTS /MODIFICATIONS
This MoU may be amended or modified from time to time, by written agreement signed by
the representatives of both organizations.
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Principal

Director

Mula Education Society’s
Arts, Commerce and Science College,
Tal. Newasa, Dist. Ahmednagar -414105

MAESA, Foundation,
Pune-411061

Date: 11-01-2021
Place: Pimple Gurav
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